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Maps

Major Changes in iOS 11

Lane Guidance

Tells you which lane(s) to be driving in before making a turn or getting off a highway
Maps

Major Changes in iOS 11

Speed Limits are displayed
Maps

Major Changes in iOS 11

Alternative routes may be displayed while driving
Maps

Major Changes in iOS 11

Indoor Maps

Airports
Maps

Major Changes in iOS 11

Indoor Maps

Malls
Maps

iPhone and iPad with Cellular option (GPS capable) shows a blue pulse to show active tracking

Otherwise shows static blue or grey circle
Maps
Search

Search field is now on the bottom of the screen

Select it and you get category icons

Can type street, intersections, city, state, zip, contact (or combo)

It saves your searches
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Favorites

Creating a Favorite

Either from search result or a tapped dropped pin
scroll down and tap Add to Favorites

Finding a Favorite

Tap search bar
scroll to the bottom and tap Favorites
Tap the Favorite you want
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Directions

From any searched item landmark or dropped pin

Tap directions

Drive, Walk, Transit or ride
Maps

Views

Tap info button

Map, Trans, Satellite
Calendar
Views

Year

Month

Weekly (Landscape view on an iPhone)

Daily

List (iPhone)
Calendar

Demo of creating, editing and deleting an event

https://www.imore.com/how-create-edit-and-delete-calendar-events-your-iphone-or-ipad
Calendar

• Keeping separate calendars
• Gmail and other calendars
• Adding & sharing calendars
Calendar

Time Zones

Settings ➔ Calendar ➔ Time Zone Override

Turn it off if you don’t want to change the event time to change when you go a different time zone

If your iPhone or iPad isn’t changing the time, go to

Settings ➔ General ➔ Date & Time to turn on automatic
Reminders

Simple to do type list

Lists & Reminders

By date and time or location (geo fencing)